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ACTD: U.S.S. Tal-War
NCC 72864

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Tal-War mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Llewellyn says:
::In the Counselor's office, smiles warmly at Donnie:: CNS: Besides checking up on you.... I also came with some Ship's business.

CMO_Aire says:
::Watches as OPS as he exits SB....thinking that was an.....interesting conversation.::

OPS_B`lee says:
::running down a corridor chasing a yipping Chihuahua::

FCO_Shania says:
@::in the shuttle on her way to the core, which is drifting in space::

CIV_Lynam says:
::In TIC, supervising the continued launching of the fighter squadron.::

ATO_Bost`k says:
::sits at TAC 2 on bridge::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Shuttle is speeding blistering fast towards the ejected warp core

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::In the big chair [tm] looking at the viewer displaying the shuttle's progress::

CNS_Cook says:
::smiles:: XO: Oh, what would that be? ::goes over to the replicator::

CMO_Aire says:
::Turns back to another patient, setting the PADD in her hand aside.::

XO_Llewellyn says:
CNS: While you are over there, replicate some vanilla nut coffee for me please.

OPS_B`lee says:
::catches up with his dog when it stops to examine a interesting potted plant, scoops him up in his arms before the dog piddles on the corridor carpet::

CNS_Cook says:
::replicates the coffee for Heather, and a cup of green tea for himself::

FCO_Shania says:
@ ::looks at the navigational logs while keeping an eye on the distance::

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: checks tactical sensors::

XO_Llewellyn says:
CNS: I just talked to Commander Lynam and he is interested in giving B'lee his wings back. I believe he is on flight restriction for... psychological reasons. I'd like you to delve into his file and maybe have an informal interview with him... let me know if we could expect more trouble along those lines.

CNS_Cook says:
::picks up the two cups and heads back to his desk, he sets one cup down in front of Heather and then he goes back to his chair::

OPS_B`lee says:
::notices he's rather near the Counseling offices and grimaces, carrying his dog back towards the turbolift::

CIV_Lynam says:
<Deck Officer> CIV: Commander, all planes of VF-102 are launched, save the damaged one.  It has been taken below for repairs.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Looks around and sees Bost'k:: ATO: Mister Bost'k.. how far away from the orbital repair facility are we?

XO_Llewellyn says:
::takes her coffee from him, sits down in the chair and sips her coffee::

FCO_Shania says:
@::hits the breaks and slowly glides towards the core::

CMO_Aire says:
Crewman:  What seems to be the problem?  ::Starts scanning as she listens.::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Sensors on the runabout indicate to the FCO she is being followed by multiple kanada class ships

CIV_Lynam says:
<TIC Strike> CIV: Commander, two fighters currently escorting the Runabout.  Snake 02 is orbiting the core.  The remainder of the squadron are beginning their BARCAP.

OPS_B`lee says:
::steps into the turbolift:: TL: Deck six... ::realizes his dog is piddling on his duty tunic and grumps, putting his dog down:: Dog: Bad dog!

FCO_Shania says:
@::scans the core::

CMO_Aire says:
<Crewman Ulli> CMO: Just a bit of a headache, Ma'am....

CNS_Cook says:
::brings up B'lee’s file on the computer:: XO: Ah I see what you mean, yes I can speak with him if you wish.

CMO_Aire says:
Ulli: Any other symptoms?

OPS_B`lee says:
::tries to wipe wet out of his uniform in vain with his hands and sighs:: Dog: Look what you did...

ATO_Bost`k says:
CO: a couple of sectors away sir

CIV_Lynam says:
ALL: Very well.  Deck: Bring two fighters from VF-82 on deck, make them the ready aircraft.

OPS_B`lee says:
<dog> B'lee: Woof.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the readings from the Core show it in good condition

CIV_Lynam says:
::Studies the situation board, showing the surrounding area of space.  Watches the various symbols move around the central point, which is the Tal-War.::

CMO_Aire says:
<Ulli> CMO: None....I just want something for the pain.  It hasn't gone away in twelve hours.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::smiles at Donnie:: CNS: I know how good you are as a counselor... and you know he... like a lot of officers it seems... is not fond of counselors... so try to be subtle. ::she knows she doesn't really have to say that anyway, but feels the need to just because that way it was actually said::

OPS_B`lee says:
::picks his dog up again as the door open and uses the Chihuahua’s small body to cover the wet spot on his duty uniform:: Crewman: What's that smell? ::looks the crewman up and down before heading towards his quarters::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Nods:: ATO: Hmm.. wouldn't want to have them towing us back that far.. Let's hope engineering can get that impulse drive patched up.

FCO_Shania says:
@::sees that the readings on the core are all good and readies the tractor beam::

ATO_Bost`k says:
CO: I sure hope they can sir.

CMO_Aire says:
Ulli: Well.....I haven't found anything else wrong with you.... Your blood pressure's well within norms.....So it's not that.  Just a moment and I'll get you something.

OPS_B`lee says:
::returns his dog to his quarters and slips into a clean uniform::

CMO_Aire says:
::Heads over to her dispensary and gets a hypo of asinolyathin::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The computer responds with readiness to the tractor beam

CNS_Cook says:
::smiles:: XO: I will be as subtle as a counselor can be

OPS_B`lee says:
::realizes he's put on his old flight uniform and sighs as he slips it off and puts on the correct color tunic::

CIV_Lynam says:
*CO*: Bridge, TIC.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
*CIV* Go ahead Fox..

CIV_Lynam says:
*CO*: What are your estimates for how long we'll be staying?

CMO_Aire says:
::Pressing the hypo to his neck.:: Ulli: Here you are..... That should help....

XO_Llewellyn says:
CNS: I have complete confidence in you. ::radiates her warm feelings for him::

FCO_Shania says:
@COM: Tal-War: Shania here. The core is in stable condition. I'm activating the tractor beam. ::does so::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Core shifts and the runabout shudders as the tractor takes hold

XO_Llewellyn says:
CNS: Well I should probably go to sickbay and check in on our new Doctor. ::finishes her coffee and stands::

CNS_Cook says:
::smiles and thinks he is going to need more then confidence to get to B'lee::

OPS_B`lee says:
::having taken care of his wayward Chihuahua he heads back towards the turbolift, thinking about Doctor Aire::

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: checks phaser and torpedo conditions::

FCO_Shania says:
@::coordinates the other ships so the core is safe::

CNS_Cook says:
::stands and walks over to her:: XO: You just seem to be always rushing off ::with a teasing tone::

CMO_Aire says:
<Ulli> CMO: Thanks.......

CMO_Aire says:
Ulli: You're very welcome.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
*CIV*: We are a few sectors away from the ORF, so towing is somewhat out of the question. I hope our dear engineers can fix that impulse manifold so we can take her ourselves. But I think we're going to be stuck here for a while.. at least several more hours.

Host Quchant says:
<Ensign Bert> ::at Sci 1:: CO: Sir. the runabout has the warp core in tow

OPS_B`lee says:
::steps into the lift whistling a happy tune:: TL: Bridge...

CIV_Lynam says:
*CO*: Understood. TIC out.

CMO_Aire says:
::Looks at her chronometer.:: MO: My duty shift is over.....If you need me, feel free to call.  ::Smiles:: I'll see you tomorrow.

XO_Llewellyn says:
CNS: Oh Donnie... ::since they are alone, reaches out and touches his face:: I love you... never forget that.

FCO_Shania says:
@::starts moving towards the Tal-War::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Nods at Bert in acknowledgment::

OPS_B`lee says:
::arrives on the bridge and steps out all smiles, glances at the tactical console and stops:: Aloud: Where's Kerly? ::loudly::

CMO_Aire says:
<MO> CMO: Not a problem.... I'll just finish up stocking the meds....

CNS_Cook says:
XO: I love you as well, ::softly touches her hand::

CIV_Lynam says:
Deck: Change of plans.  Continue preparing VF-82's ready fighters but do not bring them up.  Instead, get one of the "Screwtops" up and launched.  We may need some extra Electronics in the air.

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: swivels in chair and looks at B'lee:: OPS: Kerly?  ::smiles::

CMO_Aire says:
::Nods:: MO: Excellent.  There should be that many that need filling....Anyway.....I'll see you tomorrow.

XO_Llewellyn says:
CNS: I'll see you tonight. ::smiles::

Host Quchant says:
<Ensign Bert> ::looks up::

OPS_B`lee says:
::waves it off:: ATO: Oh nothing... ::takes his console::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Blinks and turns around:: OPS: Ah, mister B'lee.. welcome to the bridge I'd say..

CNS_Cook says:
::smiles and watches her leave, he returns to his desk and looks at B'lee’s file once more::

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: turns back to console::

XO_Llewellyn says:
::walks down to sickbay::

OPS_B`lee says:
::looks up at the Captain and smiles:: CO: Oh, hello Captain... ::nods and goes about his business::

FCO_Shania says:
@::gets closer::

ATO_Bost`k says:
::smiles and shakes head at B'lee's response::

CNS_Cook says:
::sighs and figures he might as well get this over:: *OPS* Mr. B'lee I need to see you in my office if you aren't too busy.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::sees the CMO in the hall:: CMO: Hello! I was just on my way to see you. ::smiles::

OPS_B`lee says:
::grimaces and taps his combadge, just like a Counselor to ruin his buzz:: *CNS*: I am, B'lee out.

CIV_Lynam says:
::Watches the plane status board as one of the Electronic Warfare ships of VAW-123 is brought on deck and sent out into space.::

CMO_Aire says:
::Looks up from picking a piece of lint off her arm.....Hearing the XO looks up.:: XO: Hello, Ma'am....What can I do for you.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Hadn't heard the com from the CNS:: OPS: Give me a global status, I want to make sure our little dance earlier hasn't shook up too many systems..

CIV_Lynam says:
Deck: Good.  Ready the two planes from 82.

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: Well I was going to stop by sickbay and talk to you about you and your department and maybe schedule my physical with you.

CNS_Cook says:
::hears the response and just sighs, well it is his flight status he is missing with::

CIV_Lynam says:
Strike: Have the AW aircraft stay in close.  They're just there as a precaution.

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Well why don't you join me in my office and we'll get your physical scheduled....and we can discuss Sickbay's schedule as well?

OPS_B`lee says:
::begins to prepare the power system for a warp core re-integration:: CO: Plasma pressure at 10 million kilopasquals, structural integrity and inertial dampening performing as anticipated, computer systems functioning normally. With the exception of the actual engines ... we seem to fine, Captain.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::nods:: CMO: Very good. ::smiles::

CMO_Aire says:
::Turns on her heels....and heads back into sickbay, turning toward her office.::

CMO_Aire says:
<MO> ::Looks up:: CMO: I thought you....

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Nods:: OPS: Very well.. seems like she held up well.

FCO_Shania says:
@COM: Tal-War: Shania here again. You can lock onto the core and we can get it back where it belongs.

CMO_Aire says:
MO: I like this place so much I just couldn't bear to stay away.  ::Motions the XO into her office.::

XO_Llewellyn says:
::laughs at the CMO's comment and follows her into her office::

OPS_B`lee says:
CO: Incoming message from Lieutenant Shania...

CNS_Cook says:
::figures he is going to have to go to B'lee since he probably wont come to him, so he makes a note in his schedule to stop by B'lee’s quarters later::

CMO_Aire says:
::Follows the XO into her office.:: XO: Would you like something to drink?

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: No thanks... just had some delightful Vanilla Nut coffee in the Counselor's office a few minutes ago.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
OPS: Answer it and work with her in bringing the core back in. I don't want any more mishaps, so do it gently..

CMO_Aire says:
::Chuckles:: XO: Well I'm going to have some tea if you don't mind.

OPS_B`lee says:
::nods at the CO and responds to the communiqué:: COM: Shania: If you can tow the core to 3 kilometers from the hull, I can lock on the tractor beam dorsal emitter and move the core into place.

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: Go right ahead. ::smiles:: Mind if I have a seat?

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Sorry. I should have offered you one already.  Please do.

FCO_Shania says:
@COM: Tal-War: Understood.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::sits down:: CMO: No problem, you had no idea if I'd be here long or short.

CIV_Lynam says:
::Watches the fighters of VF-102 patrolling in their large circle around the Tal-War at 100k meters.  The three others still escorting the Runabout.::

FCO_Shania says:
@::brings the core closer to the ship::

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: I was hoping to have a small chat with you about what I can do to help you and your department. Do you have any specific needs or areas where you could use my help?

CMO_Aire says:
Computer: Ambrosian tea.  ::Walks over as the tea appears.:: XO: True I suppose.....::Taking her tea, takes a seat behind her desk turning to her terminal and pulling up her schedule.::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Fiddles with the viewer controls so the core retrieval progress is visible up close::

CNS_Cook says:
::decides that maybe he should get a little more info about B'lee before going to his quarters, so he leaves the office to go talk to Commander Lynam::

OPS_B`lee says:
::monitors Shania's shuttle on sensors and prepares to lock on the dorsal tractor beam::

CMO_Aire says:
::Swiveling back to face the XO.:: XO: Specific needs?  Well, another med tech would sure be nice.....other than that, our supplies seem to be well in order.  We seem to have a very healthy ship.  They don't use a lot of supplies.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::nods:: CMO: Good to hear the crew is in good shape. ::smiles::

CNS_Cook says:
::enters the TL and sets it to the proper deck for the TIC::

FCO_Shania says:
@COM: Tal-War: The core is in position now.

CIV_Lynam says:
Strike: release the escort fighters, have them join up with the rest of the squadron on patrol.

OPS_B`lee says:
::nods to himself:: COM: Shania: Good work, Lieutenant. Come on home. ::engages the ship's tractor beam:: CO: Captain, locking on the tractor beam now.

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Yes.....just the normal problems.  Small things, headaches, stomachaches, sore muscles.

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: I'll see what I can do about getting you an additional Medical Technician. I'll get a list of qualified candidates and you can go over their records, and make a recommendation.

CMO_Aire says:
XO: I'll be happy to..... ::Makes a note on her "to do" list.::

CNS_Cook says:
::arrives on the TIC deck and a guard walks over to him::

FCO_Shania says:
@COM: Tal-War: I’d rather stay out here. Just in case something goes wrong.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::nods, happy to see the CMO happy::

OPS_B`lee says:
::shrugs:: COM: Shania: Suit yourself...

CNS_Cook says:
guard: I would like to speak with Commander Lynam if he isn't busy

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: All right then, when is your next available appointment?

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Now about your physical.  When would be a good time for you to schedule it?

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
OPS: Go ahead, mister B’lee.. nice and easy

CIV_Lynam says:
<TIC Guard> CNS: Sir.  What is your business here?

OPS_B`lee says:
::begins to make the minute adjustments necessary to move the core into position at the aft of the ship::

FCO_Shania says:
@::backs the runabout away a little::

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: I can make room in my schedule for important things, and I feel strongly about the importance of regular physicals.

CNS_Cook says:
::thinks that he just said what he wanted to do::  Tic Guard: I would like to speak with Commander Lynam

CIV_Lynam says:
<TIC Guard> CNS: I see.  Please step over to the viewer for retinal scan.  I'll inform the Commander you're here.

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Now that's very unique......I'll make a note to explain that to people who are reticent to get their physicals.

CNS_Cook says:
::steps over to the viewer::

OPS_B`lee says:
::begins to work the core up the aft hole of the ship::

CIV_Lynam says:
<TIC Guard> *CIV*: Commander, this is P.O. Malloy.  Counselor Cook is here to see you.  Shall I send him up?

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Well.....why don't we take care of it now.

CIV_Lynam says:
*<TIC Guard>*: ::Wonders what the counselor wants.  Suspects it has to do with that ridiculous form he filled out upon arrival.::  All right, send him up.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::smiles:: CMO: Very good then. As a former medical person myself I understand how difficult it is to get crew in for these things in a timely fashion.

CIV_Lynam says:
<TIC Guard> ::Checks the results of the scan::

OPS_B`lee says:
::sees the power indicators spike as the core is slammed home:: CO: Contact ... ahhh...

CIV_Lynam says:
<TIC Guard 2> ::Scans the CNS for weapons::

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Go ahead and have a seat on biobed one.  I'll grab the necessary equipment and be right with you.

CIV_Lynam says:
<TIC Guard> CNS: All right sir, you may proceed.  Thank you.

OPS_B`lee says:
CO: Power indicators are good on the warp ... core. It appears to be properly homed.

FCO_Shania says:
@::heads to SB::

OPS_B`lee says:
::disengages the tractor beam and seals the outer plate::

CNS_Cook says:
::nods to the guard and then proceeds on his way to meet up with the Commander::

XO_Llewellyn says:
::follows her out of her office and into main sickbay, hops on biobed one:: CMO: I also know how important these things are in preventing potential health problems. You won't find a stronger ally than me on getting crew in for these things. ::smiles::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Smiles:: OPS: Well done, lieutenant. I'm certain engineering is already working on it down there.

OPS_B`lee says:
::feels the overwhelming urge to smoke a cigarette::

FCO_Shania says:
::enters SB and lands the ship::

CMO_Aire says:
::Heads out into main sickbay grabbing her tricorder, resonance scanner, and calibrates the biobed for a hyper-encephalogram.::

OPS_B`lee says:
::reengages the ODN network as warp power becomes available again::

CMO_Aire says:
XO: I appreciate your support.  Hopefully I won't need it to twist arms, but if I do. I'll let you know.  ::Begins checking the XO's vital signs.::

FCO_Shania says:
::powers down engines and opens the hatch::

ATO_Bost`k says:
::spins in chair shooting imaginary targets with finger::

CNS_Cook says:
::follows the guard’s directions to locate the Commander::

Host Quchant says:
<Ensign Bert> CO: The runabout has docked sir.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::nods and relaxes on biobed one::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Nods at Bert and taps combadge:: *FCO* Good work on that one, lieutenant. The core is home safe.

OPS_B`lee says:
::hears something odd and glances over at the Tactical console:: ATO: Mister Bost'k? If you need something to do, I'm sure I could arrange a 'special project'.

CNS_Cook says:
::sees the Commander standing in a large dimly lit room, and sees a dozen or so people scattered around the room working::

ATO_Bost`k says:
SELF: bang... bang... bang

OPS_B`lee says:
::gets a bright idea and looks Bost'k up and down:: ATO: In fact... ::notes the security officer's gold uniform::

CNS_Cook says:
CIV: Sir, I was wondering if I may speak with you ::looks around the room:: if you aren’t too busy of course.

FCO_Shania says:
::leaves the ship, winks to the duty officer and leaves SB:: *CO* Thanks Captain.

CIV_Lynam says:
::Notes the TL arrival and turns to see the CNS, squinting in the dim light.::

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: Were you raised on Betazed doctor?

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: looks at OPS:: OPS: oh no, I'm just keeping the mind sharp. visual training is vital to any tactical officer

CMO_Aire says:
::Noticing the XO laid back on the biobed, activates the cranial scan and presses a button on the wall monitor beginning the hyper-encephalogram.::

OPS_B`lee says:
::walks across the bridge, glancing towards the Captain making sure he doesn't notice:: ATO: How would you like to do me a big favor? ::conspiratorially at the ATO::

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Yes, I was.  My trip to SFA was my first time off Betazed.

ATO_Bost`k says:
OPS: I'm listening...

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: I am always busy.  However, I have some time at the moment.  ::Motions to his small office nearby::

CMO_Aire says:
::Begins the bronchial and gastro-intestinal scans.::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Turned off the viewer, blinks, then reactivates it and makes it display the starfield ahead::

CNS_Cook says:
::nods to the Commander:: CIV: Is life always buzzing up here?

CNS_Cook says:
::follows him to the office::

OPS_B`lee says:
::waves at their similar colored uniforms:: ATO: There's a certain Counselor who'd like to have a word with me ... it occurs to me perhaps he doesn't entirely know what I look like. How about I loan you a pip or two and you cover my counseling sessions for me. ::looks to the Captain and makes sure he can't hear::

FCO_Shania says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge

CMO_Aire says:
::Logs the results of the cranial scan and hyper-encephalogram.::

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: You and the Counselor should have a fair amount to talk about... he has family there. His mother, Doctor Marie Draper is very involved with the Betazoid Medical Center for Advanced Telepathic Research.

CIV_Lynam says:
::Enters his office and turns the lights on, low.::  CNS: Only during flight operations.  Like now.  So, what can I do for you?  I'd offer you some coffee but our percolator broke during the emergency.

ATO_Bost`k says:
OPS: hmm, sounds tempting. what's in it for me?

CMO_Aire says:
XO: I've heard of it.....Never been there though.....It would be interesting to talk to him about it though..... Where did you grow up, Ma'am?

OPS_B`lee says:
::thinks:: ATO: Two bottles of Romulan Ale might mysteriously find their way into your quarters... ::looks around::

ATO_Bost`k says:
OPS: I'll do it. how do you want me to play you... gay?

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: I was entirely raised on Earth, San Francisco in fact. My parents both work at SFA.

OPS_B`lee says:
::balks at that, snarls:: ATO: Just be yourself!

CNS_Cook says:
::Smiles:: CIV: I am not much of coffee drinker anyway.  Actually, I wanted to talk to you about Lt. B'lee

ATO_Bost`k says:
OPS: Right, always wanted to mess a CNS around.

CMO_Aire says:
::Finishes her Bronchial and gastrointestinal scans.....begins the bone and muscle scans.:: XO: In what capacity do they serve?

OPS_B`lee says:
::grins:: ATO: Then it's a deal... ::pats the man on the shoulder and heads back to his own console::

CIV_Lynam says:
::Sits on the edge of his desk::  CNS: Ah.  I see.  ::Waits for the CNS to go on.::

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: Well my father is a holoprogrammer, my mother, a psychology professor.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The TL with the FCO on it arrives at the bridge, uneventfully

FCO_Shania says:
::steps out of the TL onto the bridge::

OPS_B`lee says:
::nods and smiles at Shania as she steps onto the bridge:: FCO: Welcome back, Lieutenant.

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: laughs to self:: SELF: 2 bottles of Romulan Ale

CNS_Cook says:
CIV: Commander Llewellyn has asked me to meet with B'lee because if I understand everything correctly his flight status was revoked for psychological reasons

FCO_Shania says:
OPS: Thank you

OPS_B`lee says:
::smiles a little bigger and nods at Shania::

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Professor Llewellyn?  If that's who you are talking about, I think I may have had one of her classes.

Host Quchant says:
<Engineering Ernie> *Bridge*: The core is reconnected. Begin running tests

FCO_Shania says:
::grins and heads to her station::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Looks up:: FCO: Mister Shania. ::nods::

FCO_Shania says:
::wonders what OPS had and if she can have some too::

CMO_Aire says:
::Finishes her bone scan and muscle scan.  Sets the tissue resonance scanner down.::

OPS_B`lee says:
::doesn't mind watching the FCO walk away from him one bit, nice muscle tone::

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: According to his file, that is true.  I thought she and I already worked this out.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::smiles:: CMO: Ah... her class on cultures and their influence on psychological make-up.

FCO_Shania says:
::nods back at the Captain and sits down at the helm::

CNS_Cook says:
CIV: Well she wants for me to meet with him on an informal basis, just to make sure everything will go well.  I do have a question, what made you decide to give him a second chance and why now?

CMO_Aire says:
XO: That would be it.....Was a very interesting class.....Challenging, but interesting.

OPS_B`lee says:
CO: Captain, engineering reports we're ready for warp speed. ::not entirely sure he likes the idea of trying::

CMO_Aire says:
::Begins the lymphatic scan and reproductive scans.::

XO_Llewellyn says:
::smiles:: CMO: I elected not to take that class myself when attending Starfleet Medical... I got enough of the lectures at home when I was a little girl. ::laughs::

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: My pilots have a few design modifications they'd like to try out on the Kaneda fighters.  I need a test pilot.  B'lee, for whatever else he is, was a test pilot of no small skill.  The right person ::Keeps a perfectly straight face::  at the right time.

CMO_Aire says:
XO: I'm not sure I'd want to take a class with either of my parents either.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Somewhat hesitant:: OPS: Did they also fix the impulse manifolds?

CNS_Cook says:
CIV: Are you any at all concerned about his mental state when he gets out there?

OPS_B`lee says:
::smiles knowingly at the CO:: CO: They're running tests now, Captain.

CMO_Aire says:
::Finishes the lymphatic scans....and reproductive scans.::

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: Yeah. ::laughs:: I am sure you can imagine. My mom would have probably been tougher on me than her other students....

OPS_B`lee says:
::feeling particularly generous:: CO: I'm sure Mister Hoyt has things well in hand...

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: Yes I am.  I believe it might help him.  But we are months away from actual flight tests.  So, am I to understand then that Lieutenant B'lee's inclusion in my project is to be solely based on the results of your "informal" meeting?

Host Quchant says:
<Engineering Ernie> *Bridge*: The core is testing out fine down here.  The impulse manifold issue has been resolved as well

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Because she knows you, she expects more and knows how to press you unlike the rest of her students.  You can sit up, Ma'am.  Just one more test.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::sits up::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Takes a deep breath and stands:: OPS: Very well.. All: We carry on testing, then. Just not too many impulse maneuvering, to be on the safe side...

OPS_B`lee says:
::smiles and glances at the Captain:: CO: Sounds like they've got things wrapped up with a nice little bow, Captain.

XO_Llewellyn says:
CMO: That she did.... and just about as well as any betazoid mother... ::wry grin and a soft laugh::

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: gets phasers ready for testing, in the hope of being able to shoot things::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::nodded at the very persistent OPS officer:: FCO: Accelerate to full impulse and prepare for warp.

CNS_Cook says:
CIV: Well I barley know Mr. B'lee only what I have heard from other crewmembers and what is in his file, so I was hoping that I could get your professional opinion on this, to better prepare me for my meeting with B'lee.

FCO_Shania says:
CO: Aye sir.

CMO_Aire says:
::Grabs her tricorder and pushes a little slide back on one of its sides.:: XO: I think only real Betazoids can appreciate your last statement fully.  May I have your left index finger, Ma'am?

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Sits down again and watches the screen::

OPS_B`lee says:
::holds his breath as the Captain orders full impulse::

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: You know what counselor?  I don't think I will do that.  You are already forming an opinion of him based on hearsay.  Why should I add to that?  You go meet with him and form your own opinion.  Then we'll talk it over.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::gives her the finger::

FCO_Shania says:
::brings the ship to full impulse:: CO: Ready to go to warp sir.

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: trigger finger gets very itchy::

CMO_Aire says:
::Sets it on her tricorder, it pricks her finger, logs her blood, and cauterizes the wound.:: XO: All done!

OPS_B`lee says:
::looks at the Captain:: CO: Captain, is there something the matter with your seat?

CNS_Cook says:
CIV: Perhaps your right, but I would hope that what is in his SF file is a little more sound then just hearsay.

ATO_Bost`k says:
::finger starts to shake::

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: I'm sure it is. Anything else?

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
FCO: Good. ::Pauses for a second:: Set a course for the tactical testing grounds. Engage.

ATO_Bost`k says:
::JUMPS UP:: ALL: whoo hoo!

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Blinks and turns head:: OPS: Why would there be any problem with it?

XO_Llewellyn says:
::smiles:: CMO: Great! All right then, I am sure you will let me know about the results. I'll return to the bridge now.

CNS_Cook says:
::turns to leave:: CIV: No. Thank you for your time Commander, I will come back and report what I have learned.

FCO_Shania says:
CO: Plotting course and engaging

OPS_B`lee says:
::is about to respond to the Captain but turns to look at the Tactical Officer::

CMO_Aire says:
XO: Of course I will.  Expect a memo in the next 24 hours.

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: sits down slowly, grinning like an idiot::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
::Hears Bost'k, smiles and shakes head, but doesn't comment::

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: One more thing counselor...make sure your involvement with Llewellyn and the rumors of B'lee's...affections, don't color your perceptions.  ::Grins slightly::

XO_Llewellyn says:
::nods:: CMO: Thank you for your time. ::exits sickbay::

CMO_Aire says:
XO: You're welcome. Ma'am.

CNS_Cook says:
::turns back to the Commander:: CIV: My involvement with Commander Llewellyn is no one's business but our own, and I have never allowed it to effect any of my decisions. ::walks to the TL::

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

